
The Game Engine 

 

Dice and Chart 

SAT is based on the dice and chart game 'First and Ten' designed by Wayne Poniewaz.  Wayne spent 

over 10 years on the design of the game, eventually 'giving up playing' at it proved too complex a game 

even for him to play on the tabletop.  An excel helper was developed which rejuvenated the game, and 

the next obvious step was to convert it into a 'full-blown' computer simulation.  The highest praise the 

original design could get is that there were so few changes needed for the computer version, despite the 

opportunity to test the engine across multiple seasons at the click of a button. A computer game is a 

different animal to a dice and chart game, so we have been able to expand some of the original concepts 

as well as add additional options which only a computer could realistically handle. 

 

The Dice 

SAT uses a basic three-dice roll for every play. 

 Die 1 is a roll between 0 and 99.  The total of the die is generally used to consult the various 

game charts to determine the yardage for a play (be it a run, pass or return).  At certain times 

the last digit of the roll is used to determine a specific part of the play's result (e.g. going out of 

bounds).  The general principle is that the lower numbers favour the offense. 

 Die 2 is a roll between 0 and 9.  Generally speaking a 0 represents a possible fumble and a 1 a 

possible penalty. This roll is also used to determine whether a quarterback has been hurried on a 

play.  

 Die 3 is a roll between 0 and 9. It is used for '+' yards on a completed pass. 

 

An additional Die 4 (0-9) is used on running plays and used to determine the effect of a run key.  It is 

also used as part of the determination if a QB is hurried. 

 

The Charts 

All yardage charts in SAT follow the same style.  They consist of a series of columns representing the 

player ratings and a series of rows representing the Die 1 roll.  An example is the quarterback scramble 

chart. 

 

SCRAMBLE CHART 

NUM/RAT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

1-10 LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG LG 

11-30 1
1
 2

1/2
  2+ 3+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 10+ 10+ 

31-50 1 1
1
 1
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 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7+ 8+ 9+ 10+ 
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1
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1
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1
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 6+ 7+ 8+ 
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96-00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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 1
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 1
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 1
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In this example a Die 1 roll of 91 with a 7 rated quarterback results in a 2 yard gain.  Some results will 

have additional symbols beside them.  For this table these are as follows: 

 

LG Refer original die roll to the relevant long gain chart 



+ Add the total of die 3 to the yardage indicated 

½  Add ½ of the total of die 3 to the yardage indicated 

0
1
 Add 1 to the main result if D1 is odd 

 

The Adjustments 

Adjustments to chart results in SAT will generally be of three types: 

 An adjustment to the player's rating, moving the result columns to the left or right.  

 An adjustment to the chart row, moving the row up or down. This is not an adjustment to the die 

roll, which makes the numbers to the left of the chart important. 

 An adjustment to the actual dice roll, increasing a 1-50 roll by 50 and reducing a 51-100 roll by 50 

 

Non-Chart Results 

The main non-chart results occur when a passing play is called.  The initial check for an interception / 

hurry / completion / incompletion are made by comparing the dice rolls directly to player ratings.  

Here, the ratings themselves can be adjusted to arrive at 'targets' for the result of the play.  The basic 

defensive adjustments are multiples of 4 (except for changes inside the red zone (see later)), where the 

actual number adjusts the completion chance and ¼ of the number adjusts the interception rating and 

the line of the completion yards chart if the pass is complete.  These will be explained in more detail in 

the passing section. 

 

Basic Defensive Adjustments 

When calling defenses during a game, you will see a table of defensive effects. These are the basic 

adjustments made to the result of the play dependent on the offensive play called and the defense 

called.  These can be broken down into three main categories: 

 

Standard Run 

The adjustment shown is an adjustment to the chart line. Since lower numbers favour the offense, green 

numbers on the table move the line towards the bottom of the table (+), and the red numbers move the 

line towards the top of the table (-). 

 

Other Running Plays (EAR, Fake Punt) 

The defense does affect the outcome of these plays, but the adjustments are different to the basic 

running play and as such are discussed in their specific help section.  

 

Passing Plays 

On passing plays, results will either be a single number, or a number followed by a smaller number.  

The single number is the standard defensive adjustment, and always a multiple of 4.  ¼ of the number 

is used to adjust the interception value (so a red 4 would add 1 to the interception rating - favoring the 

offense, and a green 8 would subtract 2 from the interception rating - favoring the defense). The full 

number is used to adjust the completion percentage number.  Finally, if the pass is completed, ¼ of the 

number is used to adjust the line on the completion yardage chart.  If there is a smaller number (on 

Blitz defenses) then this is the number used to adjust the line on the completion yardage chart.  For 

example 16 
1
. The completion percentage number would be increased by 16, but the line on the 

completion yardage chart dropped by 1.  Without the small 1, the line would move up the chart by 4 

(16/4). 

 

Finally, if a number is followed by an * this means that the completion percentage adjustment is only 



made if the QB is hurried or forced to look for a secondary receiver. 

 

Running Plays 

These adjustments apply to a run with the ball carrier a running back or quarterback. There are two types 

of adjustments, which are detailed on separate lines on the play-calling adjustment display. Any 

references to running backs refer to any type of running back (HB, FB etc). 

 

Rating Adjustments 

+/- (RZ)  Adjustment for defense's red zone rating * 

+/- (CGF) Adjustment for game close game factor * 

+5 (2TE) +5 adjustment with two tight-ends in the formation 

+10 (AGG) +10 adjustment if the defense uses the aggressive mode 

+5 (2DB) +5 adjustment if defense has an extra defensive back in the formation.  

-5 (3RB) -5 if in a 3 running back formation. 

-5 (FAT)  -5 if running back is fatigued. 

-2 (xBB) For a team with a blocking back on the roster, -2 if there is no BB in the 

formation AND at least 2 running backs in the formation** 

-2 (xFB) For a team with a full back on the roster, -2 if there is no FB in the formation 

AND at least 2 running backs in the formation** 

-3 (0TE)  -3 if no tight-ends in formation (does not apply if team has no TEs on original roster) 

 

Line Adjustments 

+/- (Def) Standard defensive adjustment 

+3 ShdQB Line moved down 3 when QB is shadowed on QB run 

+1 (OB)  Line moved down 1 due to run ending OB as a result of a hurry-up offense 

-1 (39+)  Line moved up 1 due to running back's rating being off the chart.   

-2 3TE  Line moved up 2 when in a 3TE formation.   

 

Unless otherwise specified, all adjustments are cumulative. 

The adjustments marked with a * will be reflected on the play-calling display.  So the ratings on the 

screen will change when either the CGF or RZ ratings apply 

The adjustments marked with a ** will only apply if the relevant options have been enabled for the 

season 

 

Long Gain Adjustments 

This will adjust the line on the chart, possibly moving the result from the long gain chart to a normal 

result off the run chart. Teams with negative run defenses have a chance to reduce LGs while teams with 

positive RunDs have a chance to increase them. These chances increase as the RunD rating has a larger 

absolute value. 

 

Facing a run defense a long gain chart result will have an additional UP1 effect as the free safety is not in 

the backfield. 

 

Notes 

No Def (LG) If the original die roll would result in a long gain, all basic 

defensive adjustments are ignored, and the LG cannot be adjusted downwards 

(with the exception mentioned in the 'third line' paragraph above) 

Limited to Line 2 Similarly any non LG result can never be upgraded to a 



LG.  So any adjustments which adjust the line to line 1 will be ignored and the 

result of the play will be read from line 2. 

0**/1**/2** Informational, explaining that a ** result was changed to a 4+ 

result due to the runner being rated * 

** Kept Indicates ** result is kept by the RB (based on his rating) rather than the 

line adjustments moving to another result. 

Keyed - x,y,z  Indicates that a runner was keyed and shows the die rolls needed for a stuff 

STUFF   Indicates that the runner was stuffed for no gain or a small loss. 

LG on 6 (43-47)   If RB rating is 43-47 then a LG occurs on dice 6 and line 1 on the chart is 

used 

LG on 6/7 (48+)  If RB rating is 48+ then a LG occurs on dice 6 or 7 and line 1 on the chart is used 

BB Effective If a blocking back is in the formation then he has a chance of 

affecting the play result.  If this happens, BB Effective will show and the play 

will be lengthened by between 3 and 7 yards. 

FB Effective If a full back is in the formation then he has a chance of affecting 

the play result.  If this happens, FB Effective will show and the play will be 

lengthened by between 3 and 7 yards. 

LG DR=2 Changed to 1 Long gain adjustment based on the season attempts and 

long gain rating of the running back.  Ensures that long gain frequency is more 

accurate 

SLIP Yardage reduction when RB slips in wet conditions 

 

Quarterback Sneak 

These adjustments apply to a quarterback sneak. 

 
Rating Adjustments 

+ (Usage)  The rating is increased by one for every called run over the quarterback's CG 

rating. 

 

Line Adjustments 

+/- (Def)  Standard defensive adjustment 

+1 (Keyed)  Line moved down one if the quarterback is correctly keyed 

+/- (RZ)   Adjustment for the defense's Red Zone Rushing Rating. 

+/- (TDef) Adjustment for the defense's rushing defense if outside the red 

zone.  Adjustments are: Def <=-5 +2, Def <=-2 +1, Def >=5 -2, Def >=2 -1 

+1 (1TE)  Line moved down one if only one tight end in the formation 

+2 (0TE)  Line moved down two if no tight ends in the formation 

 

End-Around Run 

Rating Adjustments 

PLUS As the WR is rated + for end-arounds, his rating is increased by 1 

MINUS As the WR is rated - for end-arounds, his rating is reduced by 1 

-1 (OR Def)  -1 against an outside run defense 

-1 (xBB) For a team with a blocking back on the roster, -1 if there is no BB in the 

formation AND at least 2 running backs in the formation. 

-1 (AGG)  Rating improved by 1 if facing an aggressive defense 



To E (DC)  If receiver is double covered then his rating automatically becomes an E 

 

Notes 

Over-use Rating='F' Here, the WR has exceeded his allowed EARs in the 

game and has his rating reduced to F 

Line +2 (F Rating) Line increased by 2 due to F rating 

Line +1 (Run Def) Line increased by 1 due to run defense 

Line +1 Blitz 71-100 Line increased by 1 due to blitz and D1>70 

SLIP Yardage reduction when WR slips in wet conditions 

 

Passing Plays 

Hurry Adjustments 

 (Positive adjustments reduce the chance of the QB being hurried) 

 

+10 (SP) +10 if a short pass is called against a non-blitz defense 

+6 (PA/RD) +6 if a play-action pass is called facing a run/SY defense 

+5 (Prv)  +5 if facing a prevent defense 

+4(RunD) +4 if facing a run defense 

+2 (PA/APRK) +2 if a play-action pass is called facing an all-purpose defense with a run key 

-5 (BLZ)  -5 if facing a linebacker or safety blitz and a medium-short pass is called 

-5 (Switch) -5 if the QB is forced to switch a receiver 

X (BLZ)  The adjustment increases for longer passes and also when a full blitz is called 

 

Sack Adjustments 

(Positive adjustments increase the chance of a sack) 

 

+/- (CGF) Adjustment for game CGF rating 

+/- (Def) Adjustment for opponent’s sack rating 

-4 (ORn/Pv) -4 if outside  run or prevent defense is called 

-4 (IvO)  -4 if inside pass called against a sidelines defense 

-4 (P/A)  -4 if play-action pass called against a run defense (short yardage, run, run blitz or AP+ 

run key) 

+4 (OvO) +4 if outside pass called against a sidelines defense 

+4 (PS/Z) +4 if facing a pass or zone defense 

+4 (RunBlz) +4 if facing a run blitz defense 

+4 (P/A) +4 if play-action pass called against a non-run defense 

+4 (5WR) +4 if offense in a 5 wide-receiver formation 

+8 (DC)  +8 if receiver has been correctly double covered and QB is forced to switch to a new 

receiver 

-? (Screen) Chance halved if a screen pass is called 

 

Interception Adjustments  

(Positive adjustments reduce the chance of an interception) 

 

+/- (Def) Standard defense adjustments 

+/- (W)  Adjustment based on the current game weather 

+/- (CGF) Adjustment based on the game CGF 

+4 (SC)  +5 if a screen pass is called to a running back 



+3 (S)  +4 if a short pass is called (including screen pass to a WR/TE) 

+2 (MS)  +2 if a medium-short pass is called 

+1 (IvO) +1 if inside pass called against a sidelines defense 

-1 (OvO) -1 if outside pass called against a sidelines defense 

-1 (3TE)  -1 if offense in a 3TE formation 

-1 (SRDC) -1 if receiver switched due to double-coverage 

-2 (ML)  -2 if a medium-long pass is called 

-2 (DC)  -2 if receiver is double covered 

-4 (TC)  -4 if receiver is triple covered 

-4 (L)  -4 if a long pass is called 

-4 (AGG) -4 if defense is in aggressive mode 

 

Completion Adjustments  

(Positive adjustments increase the chance of a completion) 

 

+/- (Def) Standard defense adjustments 

+/- (W)  Adjustment based on the current game weather 

+/- (RZ)  Adjustment for red zone effect 

+/- (CGF) Adjustment based on the game CGF 

+12(xTRP) +12 if defense called triple coverage on wrong receiver on a L or ML pass 

+10 (EZBlz) +10 if end-zone throw against any blitz defense 

+8 (xTRP) +8 if defense called triple coverage on wrong receiver on a medium pass or shorter 

+8 (xDC) +8 if defense called double coverage on wrong receiver on a L or ML pass 

+8 (AGG) +8 if defense is in aggressive mode 

+4 (xDC) +4 if defense called double coverage on wrong receiver on a medium pass or shorter 

+4 (P/A) +4 if play-action pass called against a run defense (short yardage, run, run blitz or AP+ 

run key) 

+4 (IvO) +4 if inside pass called against a sidelines defense 

+4 (ShdQB) +4 if MS/S pass when defense is shadowing the QB 

+1 (N)  +1 neutral ground adjustment which if displayed affects each team equally 

 (DC)  Adjustment for the effect of double coverage 

- (TC)  Adjustment for the effect of triple coverage 

- (LPA)  Long pass adjustment due to overuse 

- (FAT)  Adjustment if receiver is fatigued 

-4 (2DBZn) -4 if zone defense and an extra defensive back against a medium or longer pass 

-4 (P/A)  -4 if play-action pass called against a pass defense or blitz 

-4 (OvO) -4 if outside pass called against a sidelines defense 

-4 (3TE)  -4 if offense in three tight end formation 

-10 (EZ)  -10 if end-zone throw against any non-blitz defense 

 

Reference to **CB or *CB indicates coverage effects similar to DC effects 

 

Completion Notes 

No xDC Bonus (SR) No incorrect DC penalty when throwing to a secondary receiver 

 

Completed Pass Yards Adjustments 

 (Positive adjustments reduce the length of the gain) 

 

+/- (Def) Standard defense adjustments 



+/- (RecY) Adjustment for receiver's + or - rating 

+/- (TmY) Adjustment for defense's + or - yards rating 

-2 (AGG) -2 if defense is in aggressive mode 

-2 (P/A)  -2 if play-action pass called against a run defense (short yardage, run, run blitz or AP+ 

run key) 

-1 (IvO)  -1 if inside pass called against a sidelines defense 

-1 (ShdQB) -1 if MS/S pass called when defense is shadowing the QB 

+ (DC)  Adjustment for the effect of double coverage 

+1 (2DBZn) +1 if zone defense and an extra defensive back against a medium or longer pass 

+1 (OvO) +1 if outside pass called against a sidelines defense 

+1 (OB)  +1 if play goes OB due to hurry-up offense 

+1 (3TE) +1 if offense in a 3 TE formation 

+1 (SRDC) +1 if receiver switched due to double coverage 

+2 (P/A) +2 if play-action pass called against a pass defense or blitz 

+3 (TC)  +3 if receiver is triple-covered 

 

 

Completed Pass Yards Special Adjustments 

LIM Result is limited to specific line, either to prevent moving to a long gain result in 

a prevent defense, or as a result of a receiver's long gain rating 

LPD +50 50 is added to Dice 1 if it is less than 51.  This occurs when there is a 

positive or neutral defensive adjustment and the defense has a negative LPD rating 

(good defensive call and a good defense).  The chance of it occurring is 8 * LPD in 100. 

LPD -50 50 is subtracted from Dice 1 if it is greater than 50.  This occurs when there is a 

negative or neutral defensive adjustment and the defense has a positive LPD rating (poor 

defensive call and a poor defense).  The chance of it occurring is 4 * LPD in 100.  

-/0 (xDef) Adjustment over-rides standard defense adjustment 

0 (xxDef) No effect on yards if roll for yards <=2 if zone, pass or contain defenses   

 

Keying 

Run Keys 

When calling a Short Yardage, Run or either of the All-Purpose defenses you have the option to key a 

runner.  This allows the possibility that the runner will be stopped for no gain.  It is not automatic and 

the chance of success depends on the runner's current WH rating.  Also, there is no penalty for calling 

an incorrect run key. 

 

The program determines if a run key has been successful as follows: 

 

The die rolls which trigger the correct key penalty are determined by the current WH rating of the 

runner. 

WH Die Roll(s) 

 A 8,9   

 B 7,8,9 

 C 6,7,8,9 

 D 5,6,7,8,9 

 E 4,5,6,7,8,9 

 

The Die 4 roll is then compared to the 'trigger' numbers.  If they match, then the runner is stopped cold 



for 0 yards.  If they don't match, then the play proceeds as normal. 

 

A word on WH reductions.  Once a player's CG rating during the game falls below zero (ie his runs in the 

game exceeds his original RPG rating), his WH rating may be reduced.  The reduction is based on the 

following table: 

 

WH Adjustments 

Orig. Carries Over CG drops rating to 

WH. >=3 >=6 >=9 >=12 

A B C D E 

 >=2 >=4 >=6  

B C D E  

 >=1 >=2   

C D E   

 >=0    

D E    

 

 Inside and Outside Run Defenses 

If you call the wrong defense for a running play then any run key is ignored.  So an inside run against an 

outside run defense will have no chance of any keyed runner  being stopped for 0 yards. 

 

Double/Triple Coverage 

Double coverage is the passing equivalent of a run key, but works in a slightly different way, and has 

several effects on the play. 

 

The first effect is that there is a 50% chance that a quarterback will switch receivers if the original 

receiver has double coverage and a 90% chance if he has triple coverage. 

 

Secondly, if a quarterback is forced to switch receivers from a double-covered one, his sack chance 

increases by 8. 

 

Thirdly, if the defense double-covers or pass-keys the wrong receiver, 12 is added to the completion 

chance for incorrect triple coverage, 8 is added for incorrect double coverage and a L or ML pass and 4 is 

added for other pass lengths.  There are three exceptions to this.   

1) The receiver being thrown to has a current PRR of D or worse 

2) The defense has an extra DB on the field and are only double-covering (or pass-keying) one 

player 

3) The pass was thrown to a running back. 

 

Finally, the double-coverage will affect the interception, completion and yardage of the pass. Similarly to 

the run key, these effects differ for different PRR ratings. 

 

All PRRs result in -2 to the interception rating (-4 if triple coverage), and then: 

 

PRR Comp Yards 

 A -4   +1 

 B  -8   +1 

 C -16   +2 

 D -24   +2 



 E -32   +3 

 F -40   +3 (always used for Triple Coverage) 

 

The Comp adjustment is further reduced by -4, and yards by an additional +1 if the pass is long or 

medium long. 

 

A receiver's PRR rating will reduce as his catches exceed his CG according to the following rules: 

 

CG=1 

Drops by 2 when CG=Catches and by a further 2 for each subsequent catch 

CG=2 

Drops by 1 when CG=Catches and then by 2 for each subsequent catch 

CG=3+ 

Drops by 1 when CG=Catches and then by 1 for each subsequent catch 

 
Pass Keys 

A pass key relates to the keying of a running back for a pass.  The only effects of a pass key are those to 

interception, completion and yardage of the pass, and are the same as for the equivalent DC. A running 

back suffers the same reduction in PRR as a receiver. 

 

Blocking 

When playing a run, the offense can have the run gain increased by an effective block.  This can come 

from one of three types of player and have two levels of blocking. 

 

Blocking Back 

Automatically level 1 if not the ball carrier 

 

Full Back 

Must not be ball carrier 

Level 1 if original RPG <=4 

Level 2 if original RPG <=8 

 

Tight End (if in 2 TE, 1 RB formation) 

Level 1 if original PRR=D or E 

Level 2 if original PRR=C 

 

A level one block has a 1 in 20 chance of increasing the run by 3 + Dice3/2 

A level two block has a 1 in 40 chance of increasing the run by 3 + Dice3/2 

Red Zone rating (RZ) 

This is a new rating introduced in version 7 and replaces the old YPP rating which achieved its purpose 

but made understanding the various adjustments difficult.  The RZ rating is still is based on the 

defensive yards allowed per point but now only applies when the offense is inside the red zone. 

 

The RZ has the following effects 

From the 20 to the 11 yard line 

 30% of the RZ rating is used to adjust the run ratings 



 50% RZ is used to adjust the completion percentage 

 10% of the RZ (rounded down) is used to adjust the pass yardage line 

 

From the 10 to the 1 yard line 

 60% of the RZ rating is used to adjust the run ratings 

 100% of the RZ is used to adjust the completion percentage 

 20% of the RZ (rounded down) is used to adjust the pass yardage line 

 

Close Game Factor (CGF) 

The CGF only applies in the 4
th

 quarter of a game (or overtime) when the scores were within a 

touchdown of each other.  

 

The CGF is based on assessing a team’s W-L record against their points differential.  If the points 

differential indicates a better or worse record then the team is allocated a CGF.  The higher the CGF 

rating the better. 

 

During a game, both team’s CGF ratings are compared and the game CGF rating is determined by 

subtracting the highest from the lowest. 

 

Assume team 1 has a CGF of +2 and team 2 a CGF of -1.  The game CGF rating is +3. 

 

Pass completion % is adjusted by 2 * CGF, and run ratings are adjusted by CGF 

 

However, CGF affects two additional ratings. 

 

The interception chance is adjusted by the following: 

Game CGF=2-5   +/-1 

Game CGF=6-9   +/-2 

Game CGF=>9   +/-3 

 

The offense’s chance of fumbling the ball is adjusted by 6 * Game CGF. 

 

In all cases, the team with the higher original CGF will benefit, and the team with the lower CGF will be 

penalised. 

 

Punting Options 

Max Protect 

If Rush defense called then Max protect negates those effects, otherwise: 

50% chance of a block is original dice is 100 

-10% fair catch chance 

20% chance of -50 to return dice roll for rolls over 50 

 

Safe 

+30 to punt dice roll (if < 95 and to a maximum of 95) unless facing a return defense 

50% chance of punt going OB (70% chance when facing a return defense) 

 



Quick Kick 

-1 to Punter Rating 

-4 to Punter LG rating 

Result limited to line 2 on the punt chart 

No return 

 

Punt Return Defense Options 

Return 

Block=0 

No yardage penalty for offense using safe punt  

-1 to punt table line 

20% chance of -50 to return dice roll for rolls over 50 

 

Rush 

Block + 2% 

+1 to punt table line 

+10% fair catch chance 

20% chance of +50 to return dice roll for rolls under 50 

 

Watch Fake 

-1 to punt table line 

+10% fair catch chance 

 

Let Ball Roll 

Ball will roll and generally increase the punt length 

 

Kick-off and Punt Returns 

Defensive Ratings 

Teams have been rated for defending kick-off and punt returns.  Their defensive rating is used to adjust 

the original dice roll by +50 or -50 as follows. 

 

If the defensive rating is negative (above average defense) then if a D1 roll is lower than the defensive 

rating AND the original dice roll is <50 then 50 is added to the dice roll. 

 

If the defensive rating is positive (below average defense) then if a D1 roll is lower than the defensive 

rating AND the original dice roll is >50 then 50 is subtracted from the dice roll. 

 

Example: A team is punting with a defensive rating of +10 and the original return dice roll is 60.  

There is a 10% chance that the dice roll will be adjusted to 10. 

Example: A team is punting with a defensive rating of -32 and the original return dice roll is 10.  There 

is a 33% chance that the dice roll will be adjusted to 60. 

 

Automatic Return Touchdowns 

There is the option to allow returners who didn’t have a return touchdown in real life to return for a 

touchdown in the game. 

 

The rules for this automatic touchdown are: 



 The original D1 roll must be a 1 

 Dice 3 +1 must be less than the returner’s LG/2 

 

So, the basic chances for an automatic TD return are: 

LG=8-9   1 in 333 

LG=6-7   1 in 666 

LG=4-5  1 in 1000 

LG=0-3  Never 

 


